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(57)Abstract:

PURPOSE: To notify the lifetime of a sensor to a user by detecting the

deterioration of sensitivity easily and accurately.

CONSTITUTION: A sensor 1 for detecting the ambient temperature is

disposed contiguously to a gas sensor element 4. Output from the 4
temperature sensor 1 is sampled at the sampling section 5 of an iw*yiii z
operating means 2 at a predetermined time interval to obtain a
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temperature data. The temperature data is converted, at a data 1
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calculating section 7, into a lifetime decision data based on a
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calculation rule prestored at a calculation rule setting memory section { 6 |

!

6. A data accumulating section 8 accumulates the numeric values of

lifetime decision data and the accumulated value is compared with a

predetermined threshold value at a deciding section 9. It is decided

that the lifetime of the gas sensor element 4 has expired when the

threshold value is exceeded and a signal is delivered to a notifying

means 3. Upon receiving the signal, the notifying means 3 notifies the expiration of lifetime to a user by

means of voice or light.
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[JP,08-233770,A]

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[Detailed Description of the Invention]

[0001]

[Industrial Application] this invention relates to the electrochemical gas sensor of the

electrolytic type which detects specific gas using a detailed electrochemical oxidation-

reduction reaction about an electrochemical gas sensor.

[0002]

[Description of the Prior Art] The electrochemical gas sensor which detects various gas

in the atmosphere, for example, a carbon monoxide, hydrogen, alcohol, a nitride, etc.

from before using an electrochemical oxidation-reduction reaction is proposed variously

(for example, refer to JP, 1-1 56657,A). Drawing 3 shows an example of the conventional

electrochemical gas sensor, and forms the operation pole 1 1, a counter electrode 12, and

the reference pole 13 on an insulating substrate 10, respectively, and it connects

electrically and consists of covering these electrodes with the solid-polymer-electrolyte

film 14.

[0003] While the gas constituents of the specific kind made applicable to detection by

applying fixed voltage to the operation pole 1 1 in this electrochemical gas sensor cause

oxidization or a reduction reaction on the operation pole 1 1 The carrier generated by this

reaction moves in the inside ofthe solid-polymer-electrolyte film 14, and reduction or

oxidation reaction is caused by the counter electrode 12. And since the current (it is

hereafter called sensor current) of the level according to the concentration ofthe gas

which reacted flows between the operation pole 1 1 and a counter electrode 12 in

connection with this oxidation-reduction reaction, the concentration of **-ed gas is

detectable by measuring this sensor current value.

[0004]

[Problem(s) to be Solved by the Invention] However, conventionally [ above ], in the

electrochemical gas sensor ofcomposition, detection sensitivity carried out aging and

there was a problem that the with-time stability about a performance was missing. In

order for detection sensitivity to fall with time, it was impossible that is, to detect the

concentration of **-ed gas correctly.

[0005] Thus, one of the causes by which detection sensitivity deteriorates with time is for

the pollutant which exists in air to mix in the solid-polymer-electrolyte film 14,

consequently for the gas permeability ofthe solid-polymer-electrolyte film 14 fall. Ifthe

gas permeability ofthe solid-polymer-electrolyte film 14 falls, in order that the amount of

the **-ed gas which arrives at the operation pole 1 1 may decrease, the predetermined

sensor current according to the concentration of **-ed gas will not flow.

[0006] It turns out that it depends for the speed (degradation speed) at which the above-

mentioned detection sensitivity deteriorates on the temperature (ambient temperature) of

the circumference on which the electrochemical gas sensor is put greatly. That is, the

degradation speed of detection sensitivity becomes quick, so that ambient temperature is

high, and the life as a sensor of an electrochemical gas sensor becomes short. On the

other hand, ambient-temperature environment changes also with places where an

electrochemical gas sensor is used, and changes with various conditions, such as



existence of time, a season, and an air conditioner, every moment also in the same place.

[0007] Thus, since the degradation speed of detection sensitivity moreover differs greatly

about each gas sensor depending on ambient temperature if ambient-temperature

environment has two or more electrochemical gas sensors, In order to judge the sensor

life by degradation of detection sensitivity In order in other words to know whether

detection sensitivity is maintaining the value more than predetermined, the **-ed gas of

known concentration actually needed to be sprayed on each gas sensor, sensor current

needed to be measured, and there was a problem that life judgment took time and effort

very much.

[0008] Moreover, although the method of putting an oxygen sensor side by side with a

gas sensor, presuming the degradation degree ofthe detection sensitivity of a gas sensor

by measuring the sensor current of an oxygen sensor, and performing life judgment is

also proposed (for example, JP,4-43950,A), dispersion in the property of an oxygen

sensor is large, and cannot obtain an accurate result, this invention tends to detect the

degradation degree of the detection sensitivity of an electrochemical gas sensor with an

easily and sufficient precision for the purpose of solution of the above-mentioned trouble,

and tends to offer the electrochemical gas sensor which can report the life of a sensor.

[0009]

[Means for Solving the Problem] In the electrochemical gas sensor which produces the

detection output according to the concentration of this gas by the scientific oxidation-

reduction reaction the electrical and electric equipment between specific gas in order to

attain the above-mentioned purpose in this invention » A temperature detection means to

detect surrounding temperature, and an operation means to integrate with time the life

judgment data made to correspond to the level ofthe detection output of a temperature

detection means at a predetermined time interval, When the addition result in this

operation means fulfills predetermined conditions, it has an information means to report

that it is the life last stage.

[0010]

[Function] According to the above-mentioned composition, from the degradation speed

of detection sensitivity being dependent on ambient temperature The degradation speed at

the time is found by detecting ambient temperature by the temperature detection means.

The degradation degree of detection sensitivity can be known in integrating the life

judgment data corresponding to this degradation speed with time by the operation means.

It reports that judged that detection sensitivity fell below to the predetermined value

when the predetermined conditions that the addition result was set up in advance were

fulfilled, and the electrochemical gas sensor became the life last stage by the information

means.

[0011]

[Example] Hereafter, one example of this invention is explained in detail with reference

to a drawing. Drawing 1 shows the block diagram of the electrochemical gas sensor in

this example omitted in part, and drawing 2 shows the plan and cross section showing the

gas sensor element 4 which starts an oxidation-reduction reaction between **-ed gas, and

outputs the sensor current according to the concentration of **-ed gas.

[0012] When the addition result in the temperature detection means slack temperature

sensor 1 for detecting the temperature around the gas sensor element 4, an operation

means 2 to integrate with time the life judgment data made to correspond to the level of



the detection output of this temperature detection means 1 at a predetermined time

interval, and the operation means 2 fills predetermined conditions with this example, it

has an information means 3 report that it is the life last stage.

[0013] Being able to use the thing of various types including a thermistor, a

thermocouple, and a platinum temperature detector as a temperature sensor 1, the type of
a sensor is not the summary of this invention. The operation means 2 For example, the

sampling section 5 which consists of microcomputers etc., samples the detection output

from a temperature sensor 1 by the predetermined time interval, and asks for temperature

data, The calculation rule setting storage section 6 the calculation rule for computing the

life judgment data corresponding to the obtained temperature data, i.e., the conversion

rule to the life judgment data which express degradation speed from the temperature data

showing ambient temperature, was set up and remembered to be, The life judgment data

calculation section 7 which computes the life judgment data corresponding to

temperature data based on this calculation rule, When the predetermined value is

exceeded as compared with the data addition section 8 which integrates the numeric

value ofthe life judgment data obtained by the predetermined time interval, and outputs

the data of integrated value, and the predetermined numeric value which was able to

determine the data of integrated value beforehand, it has the judgment section 9 which
outputs a signal.

[0014] The information means 3 has the composition of the common knowledge which
reports that the detection sensitivity ofthe gas sensor element 4 was less than the

predetermined value, and became the life last stage with voice, light, or an electrical

signal, when the signal from the judgment section 9 ofthe above-mentioned operation

means 2 is inputted. Moreover, the gas sensor element 4 used for this example As shown
in drawing 2 , on the front face ofthe insulating substrate 10 of the silicon with which it

was formed lOmmxlOmm in the shape of a rectangle, and oxidization insulation

processing was carried out Platinum as a reference pole 13 as the operation pole 1 1 and a

counter electrode 12 by the spatter again gold As the front face of an insulating substrate

10 is exposed to each inter-electrode one, membranes are formed respectively. Perfluoro

sulfonate polymer (tradename Nafion:Du Pont make) is formed by the solution cast

method as a solid electrolyte film 14 so that all the abbreviation for the front face ofthe
insulating substrate 10 exposed to each electrode and inter-electrode may be covered.

Furthermore, a polytetrafluoroethylene is formed on the front face of the solid electrolyte

film 14 by the plasma polymerization method as a protective coat 15, and it has formed in

it.

[0015] By the way, the voltage of0.4V was impressed between the operation pole 1 1-

reference poles 13 of the gas sensor element 4 of this example, and when using it as a

sensor which detects carbon monoxide (it abbreviates to CO hereafter) gas and the

relation between a period until the detection sensitivity of the CO gas is halved, and

ambient temperature was measured as compared with the time in early stages of [

manufacture ] the gas sensor element 4, it became as it is shown in the following tables.

[0016]

[Table 1]
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20t
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[0017] And based on the above-mentioned result, the conversion rule (calculation rule of

life judgment data) to the data which express degradation speed from the ambient

temperature detected by the temperature sensor 1 is defined, as shown in the following

tables.

[0018]

[Table 2]

-10- o *c 1

1-1 ot 2

1 l~20t 3

2 1^25t 4

2 6 — 3 ore 6

3 1 -3 5t 8

36-4010 1 0

41-50t 1 2

[0019] Next, if operation in this example is explained, the life judgment data shown in

degradation speed based on the calculation rule ofthe above-mentioned table 2 which the

sampling section 5 ofthe operation means 2 sampled the detection output of a

temperature sensor 1 in the predetermined time interval (it is 1 time in 10 minutes), asked

for temperature data, set it in the life judgment data calculation section 7, and was set up

and memorized by the calculation rule setting storage section 6 will be computed.

[0020] The computed life judgment data are integrated with time in the data addition

section 8, and the integrated value is outputted to the judgment section 9. In the judgment

section 9, when it distinguishes whether the integrated value inputted exceeded the

predetermined threshold (for example, 1 million) and integrated value exceeds this

threshold, the detection sensitivity of the gas sensor element 4 judges it as what

deteriorated to the halfof early detection sensitivity, and outputs a signal to the

information means 3. And an information means 3 by which this signal was inputted

reports that the life ofthe gas sensor element 4 was exhausted to a user with voice, light,

etc.

[0021] According to the above-mentioned composition, in integrating with time the life

judgment data corresponding to the degradation speed which could find the degradation

speed ofthe detection sensitivity of the gas sensor element 4 depending on ambient

temperature by detecting ambient temperature, and found it by the temperature sensor 1

by the operation means 2, the degree of a fall of detection sensitivity with time is detected

with an easily and sufficient precision, and the thing of it can be carried out. Moreover, it

can report that judged that detection sensitivity fell below to the predetermined value



when the predetermined conditions that the addition result was set up in advance were

fulfilled, and the electrochemical gas sensor became the life last stage by the information

means 3.

[0022] In addition, although this example explained the carbon monoxide to the example

as detection gas, when performing detection or density measurement ofvarious gases

other than not the main point limited to this but a carbon monoxide, it cannot be

overemphasized that the technical thought of this invention can be applied. Moreover,

what is necessary is just to set up suitably according to the change speed of ambient-

temperature environment etc., although considered as the 10-minute interval by this

example also about the time interval of the sampling in the sampling section 5.

Furthermore, what is necessary is just to also set up suitably the threshold judged to be

the life last stage according to the detection precision demanded, although the time of

detection sensitivity falling to the half of early sensitivity is judged as the life last stage of

the gas sensor element 4.

[0023]

[Effect of the Invention] In the electrochemical gas sensor which produces the detection

output according to the concentration of this gas by the scientific oxidation-reduction

reaction this invention — the electrical and electric equipment between the gas of

specification as mentioned above — A temperature detection means to detect surrounding

temperature, and an operation means to integrate with time the life judgment data made

to correspond to the level ofthe detection output of a temperature detection means at a

predetermined time interval, Since it had an information means to report that it is the life

last stage when the addition result in this operation means fulfilled predetermined

conditions Since the degradation speed of detection sensitivity is dependent on ambient

temperature, the degradation speed at the time is found by detecting ambient temperature

by the temperature detection means. In integrating the life judgment data corresponding

to this degradation speed with time by the operation means, the degree of a fall of

detection sensitivity with time is detected with an easily and sufficient precision, and the

thing of it can be carried out. Moreover, when the predetermined conditions that the

addition result was set up in advance are fulfilled, it judges that detection sensitivity fell

below to the predetermined value, and it is effective in the ability to report that the

electrochemical gas sensor became the life last stage by the information means.

CLAIMS

[Claim(s)]

[Claim 1] The electrochemical gas sensor characterized by providing the following, the

electrical and electric equipment between specific gas — a temperature detection means to

detect surrounding temperature in the electrochemical gas sensor which produces the

detection output according to the concentration of this gas by the scientific oxidation-

reduction reaction An operation means to integrate with time the life judgment data made

to correspond to the level ofthe detection output of a temperature detection means at a

predetermined time interval. An information means to report that it is the life last stage

when the addition result in this operation means fulfills predetermined conditions.


